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Word List—Tier 2 Words 

Word Definition Synonyms Example of it being used 

Philosopher A person engaged or learned in philosophy, 

especially as an academic discipline. 

Thinker, theorist Descartes was a philosopher 

Philosophy The study of the fundamental nature of 

knowledge, reality and existence. 

Beliefs, faith, ideology Descartes studied philosophy 

Notable Worthy of attention or notice. Noteworthy, remarkable The influence Descartes had on 

the mathematical world was  

notable 

Vertical Top is directly above the bottom Upright, upward A vertical line looks like this: 

 

Geometry The branch of mathematics concerned with 

the properties of points, lines, surfaces and 

solids 

 Euclid was very important in  

understanding geometry 

Analytical Relating to or using analysis or logical  

reasoning. 

Systematic, logical We found the different  

combinations using an analytical 

approach. 

Revolutionised Change something radically and  

fundamentally. 

Transform, transfigure Pythagoras revolutionised the 

way people thought about  

triangles. 

Multivariate Involving two or more variable quantities.  Descartes was interested in  

multivariate calculus. 

Segment Each of the parts into which something is or 

may be divided. 

Piece, part, section A large segment of the local  

population. 

Diagonal A straight line joining two opposite corners of 

any polygon. 

 There are two diagonals in every 

quadrilateral. 

Horizontal Parallel to the plane of the horizon; at right 

angles to the vertical 

Level, even A horizontal line looks like this: 

Appropriate Suitable or proper in the circumstances. Suitable, proper This isn’t the appropriate time or 

place 

Boundary A line which marks the limits of an area. Border, frontier A county boundary 

Combine Join or merge to form a single unit or  

substance 

Merge, incorporate Combine the flour with the  

margarine and salt. 

Transform Make a marked change in the form, nature or 

appearance of. 

Change, alter, modify Lasers have transformed cardiac 

surgery. 

Clockwise In a curve corresponding in direction to the 

typical formal forward movement of the hands 

of a clock. 

 Rotate the shape clockwise 

Anticlockwise In the opposite direction to the way in which 

the hands of a clock move around 

 Rotate the shape anticlockwise 

Counterexample An example that opposes or contradicts an 

idea or theory. 

 The media presented him as a 

counterexample to the common 

stereotypes. 

Partitioning Divide into parts Disperse, separate Partitioning teapot into tea and 

pot 
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Word List - Tier 3 Words 

Word Definition Synonyms Example of it being used 

Polygon A plane figure with at least three straight sides 

and angles. 

Shape A polygon has many angles 

Vertices Angular points of a polygon Corners There are 4 vertices on a square 

Rhombus A quadrilateral all of whose sides have the 

same length. 

 A square is a rhombus. 

Perpendicular At angle of 90° to a given line, plane or surface  The diagonals of a square are 

perpendicular 

Calculus A branch or mathematics that deals with the 

finding and properties or derivatives and  

integrals of functions. 

 Descartes studied multivariate 

calculus. 

Coordinate A group of numbers used to indicate the  

position of a point, line or plane. 

 Coordinates are always in the 

form (x, y) or (x, y, z). 

Tessellation An arrangement of shapes closely fitted  

together, especially of polygons in a repeated 

pattern without gapes or overlapping 

 This tessellation is made up of 

many squares 

Axis A fixed reference line for the measurement of 

coordinates. 

 The x-axis is horizontal while the 

y-axis is vertical. 

Quadrilateral A four-sided figure.  A trapezium is a quadrilateral 

Equidistant At equal distances.  Reflections are equidistant from 

the line of reflection. 

Origin A fixed point from which coordinates are 

measured. 

 The coordinates of the origin are 

(0,0) 

Midpoint The exact middle point  The midpoint of 4 and 8 is 6. 

Parallelogram A quadrilateral with opposite sides parallel.  A rectangle is a parallelogram. 

Translation The process of moving something from one 

place to another. 

 One type of transformation is 

translation. 

Vector A way of determining the position of one point 

relative to another. 

 We use column vectors to  

describe translations. 

Rotation The action of rotating about an axis or centre.  One type of transformation is 

rotation. 

Reflection An image transferred perpendicularly through 

the plane to a point the same distance the 

 One type of transformation is 

reflection. 

Isometry A transformation that does not affect the side 

lengths of a shape. 

 Translation, rotation and  

reflection are all isometries. 

Enlargement Making a shape bigger or smaller.  One type of transformation is 

enlargement. 

Scale factor The amount we enlarge a shape by.  The shape has been enlarged by 

scale factor 2. 
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Unit 10 – Ratio 

Lesson 1 - Groups 

 DO NOW 

How many different ways can you put 8 apples into 2 bags? 
For example, you can put 5 in one bag and 3 in the other. 

How many different ways can you put 8 apples into 3 bags? 

We can describe the relationship between two values using _____ ________. 
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Draw some sharings of 10 apples between two or more bags and write them using ratio notation. 
Can every bag contain an odd number of apples? 

In every box, the greengrocer puts 5 plums and 3 satsumas. 
These students have bought some boxes of fruit . 

What other information can you work out from these students’ statements?  
Who got the most fruit?  
Who got the least? 

What if, instead, each box had 1 satsuma and 3 plums? 
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The greengrocer is putting all her apples into bags. 
She finds that she can do this perfectly by putting 2 red apples and 4 green apples in each bag. 
Which of these statements are true, possibly true, or impossible? 
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Exit Ticket 

MAD Time 
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Lesson 2 - In the Same Ratio 

DO NOW 

These 12 squares have been coloured with the pattern 
“1 red, 2 blue, then repeat”. 
In total, there are 4 red squares and 8 blue squares. 

            

What other colouring patterns with red and blue squares can you use to colour 12 squares? 

Which of these pairs are in the same ratio? 
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OASIS 10  

Beth mixes a pot red paint and a pot of yellow paint to make orange paint. She then mixes another pot of 
red paint and a pot of yellow paint and makes the same shade. 

What size pots could Beth have picked? 
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Now the students are designing a pattern for a third mural. 
First they make part of the pattern. In this ‘block’ they use 
green tiles : orange tiles in the ratio 13 : 7. 
This ‘block’ is repeated lots of times to make the whole pattern. 

How many green tiles will be needed to repeat this pattern if the mural… 
…measures 80cm by 40cm? 

…measures 4m by 6m? 

...has an area of 4000cm2? 
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MAD Time 

Exit Ticket 
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Lesson 3 - Equivalent Ratios 

DO NOW 

This strip of paper has been folded into 4 equal parts. 
1 part has been coloured green. 

    

Identical strips are folded into different numbers of equal parts. 

 

 

 

 

How many parts should be coloured green so that each strip looks the same as the first strip, when the 
strip is folded into … 
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What’s the ratio of gold : silver in each of these strips? 
What do the strips show about these ratios? 

Draw some different strips representing the same ratio. 

 

 

 

 

Use these two strips to show that 2 : 3 is equivalent to 4 : 6 

Use two strips to show that 1 : 4 is equivalent to 3 : 12 
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OASIS 10  

Use two strips to show that 6 : 9 is equivalent to 2 : 3 

Draw two strips to show that 2 : 5 is equivalent to 1 : __ 

Draw two strips to show that 4 : 3 is equivalent to 1 : __ 

Draw two strips to show that a : b is equivalent to __ : __ 
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Do you agree with Robert’s reasoning? 
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MAD Time 

Exit Ticket 
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Lesson 4 - Rule of Four 

DO NOW 

Complete this ‘times tables’ grid: 

 × __ × 1 × 2 × __ × __ × __ × __ × __ 

2 × 0 2 4    12  

4 × 0 4   16   48 

8 × 0 8  24  64   

Choose two columns. What multiplicative relationships can you see between rows?  
Is it the same in both columns? 

Choose two rows. What multiplicative relationships can you see between columns?  
Is it the same in both rows? 

To complete these ‘times tables’ grids, we can use the multiplicative relationships between numbers in 
the same row, or between numbers in the same column. 
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OASIS 10  

A greengrocer makes bags of red and green apples. 
There are the same amount of red apples in each bag, and the same amount of green apples in bag. 

She then puts some bags into a box and gives them to schools. 

Fill in the tables, some tables you can complete in more than one way 
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Gemma says that the missing number is 35. 
Ed says that the missing number is 19. 
Who do you agree with? 
What mistake has been made by the person who is wrong?  

 Group Bag 

Pink 3 15 

Grey 7 ? 
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Exit Ticket 

MAD Time 
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Review 
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Feedback 
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Lesson 5 - Ratio and Proportion in Geometry 

DO NOW 

Tree A is 1.8m tall. 
Its shadow is 2.3m long. 
 
Tree B is 7.2m tall. 
How long do you think its shadow will be? 

How many statements about enlargement can you make based on these triangles? 
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The larger blue triangle is an enlargement of the smaller yellow triangle. 

base height base height 
Constant of 

proportionality 

4 cm 2 cm 12 cm ___ cm × ___ 

6 cm ___ cm 12 cm 4 cm × ___ 

8 cm 6 cm ___ cm ___ cm × 1.5 

___ cm ___ cm 10 cm 5 cm × 0.6 

12y cm ___ cm 27y cm ___ cm × ___ 

Compare the areas of the blue and yellow triangles. 
What conjectures can you make? 

OASIS 10  
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Always, sometimes or never true? 
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MAD Time 

Exit Ticket 
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Lesson 6 - Ratio and Proportion in Geometry 

DO NOW 

Without a ruler, how could you locate the point that is exactly 

•half way along the green line? 

•one third of the way along the long blue line? 

•three quarters of the way along the shorter blue line? 

We can express parts of line segments by the ratio of their lengths. 
Work out the following ratios: 
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Do you agree with Robert’s reasoning? 
 
“Point B has coordinates (10, 8). 
So the point half way along AB will have coordinates (5, 4)” 
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Exit Ticket 

MAD Time 
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Lesson 7 - Dividing into a Ratio 

DO NOW 

Charlie and Desree have fundraised £60 to donate to two charities. How do they split the money so that 

one donation is £4 more than the other donation? 

one donation is four times as much as the other donation? 

one donation is 1/3 of the total? 

one donation is 1/3 of the other donation.  

We can represent dividing £60 in the ratio 1 : 5 using a bar model. 

Now draw your own bar models to represent dividing £60 between two charities in the ratios below: 
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Each time, work out the fraction of the whole £60 that each charity receives. 
What if the ratio is N :4N? 

Some money was donated to two charities in the ratio 3 :5. 
How much was donated in total if: 

In each case, what fraction of the whole amount is donated to each charity? 
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How many different rectangles can you draw with integer values for the length and the width and area 
64 cm2? 

What is the ratio of width to length for each rectangle? 
Write the ratios in the form 1 :N with N being a whole number.  
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Exit Ticket 

MAD Time 
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Lesson 8 - Dividing into a Ratio 

DO NOW 

Share £100 between three charities so that each charity gets an exact whole amount of pounds. 
 
Express the sharing as a ratio __ : __ : __ 
 
What fraction of £100 is donated to each charity? 

We can represent dividing £60 between charities in the ratio 1 : 3 : 6 using a bar model. 

What is the donation to each charity? 

Now draw your own bar models to represent dividing £60 between three charities in these ratios: 
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What fraction of the largest share is the smallest share? 

An integer amount (in £) was donated to three charities in the ratio 2 : 3 : 5.  
How much was donated in total if: 
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Match the descriptions of sharing. 
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Exit Ticket 

MAD Time 


